Sherlock Holmes Actors Letter (Sh-Sn)

T = TV, S = Stage, R = Radio, RP = Radio Play, F = Film, I = Internet, O = Other

Beyond listing the famous, we are retrieving the forgotten. (154)

Graham Shackell

*Magnifying Sherlock Holmes* (2017) (I)
*Portsmouth* (6 Parts) (2017) (I)

Dan Shackleford
*Good Night, Mr. Sherlock Holmes* (1983) (S)

Lee Shackleford

*Holmes & Watson* (1999) (S)
Rick Shaddock

Sherlock Holmes - Transcendental Meditation (2016) (O)

Dror Shadur

Simple Math (Heshvon Pshut) (השבון פשוט) (1980) (T-Israel)
Jay Shaffstall

*Sherlock Holmes* (2017) (S)

Kerry Shale

*Sherlock Holmes: Crimes and Punishments* (2014) (Audio)
Theo Shall

Dr. med. Hiob Prätorius (1953) (R-W. Ger.)

Tony Shaloub

Monk (2002-09) (T,O)
Vyacheslav Shalevich (Вячеслав Шалевич)

The Famous Client (Знаменитый клиент), Stolen Diamond (Украденный бриллиант) (1994) (R-Rus.)

Mark Shanahan

Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure (2017) (S)
T. A. Shannon

*Sherlock Holmes* (1902) (S)

Mr. Sharapov (г. Шарап)

*The Wife of Sherlock Holmes* (Жена Шерлока Холмса) (1912) (S-Opera-Rus.)
Vinit Sharma

The Hound of the Baskervilles (2018) (S-India)

Itamar Sharon ( איתמר שרון)

Sherlock Holmes - The First Mystery (2016) (S-Israel)
Erin Sharp

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (2014) (S)

Ian Sharp

*Sheerluck Holmes* (2015) (S)
Ian Sharp? Hugo Carr?

*Sherlock: The Early Years* (2018) (I)

Mr. Shatrov (г. Шатров)

*Sherlock Holmes* (Шерлок Холмс) (1916) (S-Rus.)
Al Shaw

*The Red Headed League* (2016) (O,I)

Bruce Shaw

*On The Darkside* (1990) (S)

John Bennett Shaw

*The Definitive Sherlockian* (1913-1994) (O)
Sebastian Shaw

*The Adventure of the Speckled Band* (1956) (R)

James Sheahan

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (2014) (S)
Rupert Sheard

*Undershaw Preservation Trust (2010) (O)*

Dean Shek

*They Came to Rob Hong Kong (1989) (F-Chi.) (Sherlock False)*
Don Shelby


E. Howard Shepard

*An Adventure of Shirknott Homes* (1902) (S)
John Shepherd

*Sherlock Holmes and the Pearls of Death* (2014) (S)

William Shere

*The Game's Afoot* (2015) (S)
Dean Sheridan

*A Study in Scarlet* (2019) (S)

Glenn (Bud) Sherlock

Watson hits a Homer (2018) (O)
Sam Sherlock

Answers Investigation (2018) (O)

Brian Sherman
Sherlock Holmes (2003) (S)

George Sherman

British Director - The Mantrap (1943) (F)
Lowell Sherman

*Sherlock Holmes* (1911) (S)

T Isaac Sherman

*Holmes vs Holmes* (2015) (S)
Timmy Sherrill

*The Doctor's Case* (2019) (F)

Drew Sherrod

*The (Very) Great Grandson of Sherlock Holmes* (2014) (S) (Sherwood Holmes)
Zach Sherwin

*Batman vs. Sherlock Holmes Rap Battle* (2012) (I)

John Sherwood

*Sherlock Holmes -The Victorian Villa Inn* (1986-99) (S)
*The Adventure of Napoleon's Child* (1988-89) (S)
Lee Sheward

Stunt Co-ordinator Double BBC *Sherlock* (2010) (T)

Perry Shields

*The Case of the Missing Know-it-All* (2018) (S)
Takeshi Shimizu

*John Sergeant on the Tourist Trail (2009) (T)*

Daniel Shin

*Ela Project - Sherlock Holmes: The Speckled Band (2018) (I)*
Emma Shiner

*Sherlock - French Class Project* (2018) (I)

Raymond Shinn

*The Game's Afoot or Holmes for the Holidays* (2017) (S)
Glumshoe ‘Ship’
(‘Ship’ is good enough for my grandmother, it should be good enough for you.)

Elementary, my dear Watson! (2017) (I)
221B Public Domain St. (2018) (I)

Arthur Shipanov

Sherlock is Playing the Game (2013) (I)
Shirokuma

Sherlock Cosplay (2017) (O)

Marcel Shock

SHSL Naming the Metropolitan Line's *Sherlock Holmes* locomotive (1953) (O)
Mark Shoemaker

*Postmortem* (2015) (S)

Landon Sholar

*The Novel Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - A Study In Scarlet* (2019) (S)

Robert Shores

*The Game’s Afoot* (2015-16) (S)
Harry Short

The Red Mill (1915) (S)

Kendall Short

Sherlock Holmes (2018) (S)
Robert Short

Holmes and Walston (1975) (T) (Robby the Robot)

John Shoulders

The Game's Afoot (2015) (S)
K. M. Shrivathsan

*The Mazarin Stone* (2019) (I-India)

Noble Shropshire

*Sherlock’s Last Case* (1989) (S)
Shimoda Shuhei

*Sherlockian Item A* (2017) (S-Jap.)

Tathaagat Shukla

Richard B. Shull

*Holmes & Yoyo (1976-77) (T) (Alexander Holmes)*

Tim Shute

*Sherlock Holmes and the Doom of Devilsmoor (2010) (S)*
Daryl Shuttleworth

The Hound of the Baskervilles (1992) (S-Can.)

Anastasia Siantar

Halloween (2012) (O-Indonesia)
Colin Sibley

*Sheer Luck Holmes* (1986) (S-Aus.)
*Murder at Maggie’s* (1986) (S-Aus.)

Kevin Siddall

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (2016) (S)
Grant Sikmore

*Sherlock Holmes and the Living Dead* (2009) (F)
(Sherlock Holmes the Cowboy)

Silas and Milo

*Costume Works Costume Contest* (2012) (O)
Douglas Sills

*The Ebony Ape* (1999) (S)

Ícaro Silva

*221b Baker Street* (S-Bra.)
Gregory Silverman

*Sheer Luck, Holmes! or The Ghastly Secret of Greystone Manors* (1979) (S-Au.)

Al Silverstein

*The Strange Case of Mrs. Astor's Plaster* (1979) (S)

Malcolm Sim

*The Sherlock Holmes Solution* (1986) (S)
David Simeon

*End of Part One* (1979) (T)

David Simkin

*The Hound of the Baskervilles Slain!* (2013) (S)

Alexander Simmons

*Sherlock Holmes and the Hands of Othello* (2016) (O-playwright)
Chip Simmons

*Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure* (2012) (S)

Chip Simmons

*Sherlock Holmes* (2016) (S)
Erin Simmons

Adventures of the Improvised Sherlock Holmes (2015-17) (S)

Geoff Simmons

Mystery on the Orient Express (2011) (S-N.Z.)

Harry Simmiont
The Very Great Grandson of Sherlock Holmes
(1985) (S) (Sherwood Holmes)
Ian Simms

*Winnie The Pooh & Tales of 100 Acre Wood* (2016) (S-Can.)
*Sherlock Holmes and the Curse of Moriarty* (2018) (S-Can.)

Becker Alejandro Simó

*Sherlock y Watson Buscando la Humanidad* (2019) (I-Uruguay)
Adam Simpson

*Snow White and Rose Red (2018) (S-Au.)*

Eric Simpson

*Baskerville: A Sherlock Holmes Mystery (2017) (S)*
Lee Simpson

Paul Merton and Chums (Improvised Holmes Skits (1993-Pres.))
_Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Disappearing Igloo_ (1993) (S)
_Sherlock Holmes and the Vibrating Egg Whisk_ (2015) (S)

Sabrina Simpson

_Sherlock Homies_ (2015) (I)
Matt Sims

**Sherlock Holmes and the Christmas Goose (2015) (S)**

Alex Sinclair

**Sherlock Holmes (1922-23) (S-Scot.)**
Malcolm Sinclair

The Curse of the Baskervilles (1987) (S)

Jamin Sinclair-Lee

Sherlock Holmes (2018) (S)
Bob Sinfield

Redbridge Library Lecture (2017) (O)

Erik Singer
A Study in Scarlet (1998) (S)

Paul Singleton

Grit in a Sensitive Instrument (1980-82) (S)
The Blue Carbuncle (2007-08) (S)
Sherlock Holmes and the Hands of Othello (2010) (S)
A Requiem for Sherlock Holmes (2013) (S)
Thom Eric Sinn

*The Game’s Afoot* (2016) (S)

Janelle Sisting

*Sherlock Holmes in Thailand!* (2012) (I,O)
John Sivils

*Sherlock Holmes in Wonderland* (2013) (S)

Finn Skau

*Death in the Theatre* (2016) (S,O-Nor.)
Neal Skelton

*Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Missing Pantomime* (2015) (S)

Red Skelton

*Merton of the Movies* (1947) (F)

*The Red Skelton Show* (1954) (T)

*The Red Skelton Show-The Dalton Gals* (1962) (T)
Tom Skelton

*Adventures of the Improvised Sherlock Holmes* (2015-17) (S)

Humphrey Skett

*The Penultimate Problem of Sherlock Holmes* (1994) (S)
Colin Skinner

*Ups and Downs aka Prep School*
(1981) (F-Can.) (Arthur Sherlock Holmes)

Michael Skinner

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (1985) (S)

Jan Skopecek

*Záhada červeného pudru (The Mystery of the Red Powder)*
(1972) (T-Czech.)
Viktor Skryabin

*Moscow Shadows Theatre - Sherlock Part 2* (2018) (S-Rus.)

Jakub Skrzypczak

V. Skulmi

Šerloks Holmss (1979) (S-Lat.)

Steve Sladaritz

Sherlock Holmes & The West End Horror (2015) (S)
A.C. Slater

*Llandudno Society.*
A two-night production of Sir A. Conan Doyle’s play of “The Speckled Band,” by the Llandudno Amateur Dramatic Society, was the social feature of the week in that seaside resort. On Wednesday night the popular seats were very well filled (this being the weekly half-holiday), and on Thursday night the entire theatre was full, the dress circle and stalls being occupied by a fashionable crowd. Lord and Lady Mostyn, Colonel Henry Mostyn and Mrs. Mostyn and party were present. Mr. C. H. Hutton directed the production and sustained the heavy role of the snake-charmer; Mr. A. C. Slater impersonated Sherlock Holmes, and Mrs. A. DuPriest the stepdaughter, whose life is dramatically saved by the great detective in the final scene. All the other parts were well filled, particularly that of the coroner in the first act, who was represented by a formerly well-known Manchester amateur, named on the programme as “T. Henry.” The profits of the two performances are to go towards providing an X-ray apparatus for the hospital.

*The Speckled Band (1914) (S-Wales)*

Paul Slater

*Holmes for Christmas (2018) (S)*
Tod Slaughter (Norman Carter Slaughter)

*The Speckled Band* (1923) (S)
*Return of Sherlock Holmes* (1928) (S)
*Sherlock Holmes* (1930) (R)

Alan Slipp

*Sherlock Holmes and the 12 Days of Christmas* (2015) (S-Can.)
Mark Sloan

*Sherlock Bones* (2012) (F)

Rob Sloan

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (2017) (S)
Hyena Sloth

*Ms Sherlock Holmes - Sherlock Opening* (2013) (I)
*Ms Sherlock Holmes - When Sherlock gets bored...* (2013) (I)
*Ms Sherlock Holmes - Christmas Drinkies* (2013) (I)

Michael Slusser

*Sherlock Holmes: The Game's Afoot!* (2018) (S)
*The Death of Sherlock Holmes* (2018) (S)

Lynn Sly

*The Rosetti Connection* (1982) (S)
Chase Smell

Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure (2014) (S)

Bill Smelvoe

The Game’s Afoot, or Holmes for the Holidays (2016) (S)
Igor Śmiałowski

Egg of Columbus (Jajko Kolumba) (1946) (S-Pol.)

Pawel Smiatek

Sheetlock (Parodia Sherlock) (2016) (I-Pol.)
A.P. Smith

“The Missing Miss Miller” (1909) (S) (Sherlaw Combes)

Alan Keith Smith

Sherlock Holmes and the Curse of the Sign of Four (1986) (S)

Alex Smith

Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of the Crown Jewel (2015) (S)
Charlotte Smith

Sherlock Holmes and the Murder at Lodore Falls (2012) (O)

Dave Smith

Sherlock Holmes: The Case of the Jersey Lily (2017) (S)
David Smith

*Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure* (2016) (S)

Don Smith

*The Sherlock Conversations* (2017) (I-O)
Edward H. Smith

Here are the cast members, as listed in the 9 November 1922 Hartford Courant: 7:45 p.m. Radio drama. Melodrama—“The Sign of the Four” Arthur Conan Doyle

The Cast:
Sherlock Holmes ... Edward H. Smith
Dr. Watson ... F. H. Oliver
Mary Morstan ... Viola Karwowska
Major Sholto ... James S. B. Mullarkey
Jonathan Small ... Frank Finch
Mrs. Mordecai Smith ... Ida Myreck
Wiggins..... Henry Miller

The Sign of the Four (1922) (R - First!)

Eric Damon Smith

Holmes and Watson (2017) (S)
Evie Smith

*Sherlock Holmes: Cookie Conundrum* (2015) (S)

Harry Lister Smith

*Le Dernier problème*  (*The Final Problem*) (2018) (F-Fra.)
Jack Smith

*Railroad Hour - The Red Mill* (1950) (R)
(Con Kidder/Sherlock Holmes)

Jan Smith

*Sherlock Holmes* (1979) (S-Au.)

Jeff Smith

The Mystery of the Willing Victims Public (1981) (F,O)
(Surelock Holmes)
Jess Smith

*Sherlock Holmes Spoof* (2013) (I)

Matt Smith

*Dr. Who - The Snowmen* (2012) (T)
Mike Smith

Sherlock Holmes And The Mystery At Mallen Hall (2013) (S)

Parker Smith

Sherlock Holmes and the Werewolf of London (2016) (S)
Sherlock Holmes and the Baffled Butlers (2017) (S)
Paul Slade Smith

*The Game's Afoot, or Holmes for the Holidays* (2013) (S)

Roger Preston Smith

*Holmes Sweet Holmes* (1984) (S-Ballet)
Samuel Smith

The Hound of the Baskervilles (2015) (S)

Stephanie Smith

The Speckled Band (1976) (S)
Stewart Evan Smith

*Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Emerald Necklace* (2018) (Audio-play)

Will Smith

*The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air*

(1990) (T,O)
Yeardley Smith


Tracy-Lee Smythe

*Madeline* (1993) (T)
Lyle Smythers

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* (1989) (S)

James Snee

*Holmes and Watson the Farewell Tour* (2011-12) (S-Scot.)
Mr. Snezhinsk (г. Снежинский)

Group of Dramatic Artists (Группа драматических артистов) (1913) (S-Rus.)

Robert B. Snipe

The Hound of the Baskervilles (2007) (S)